
 

 

 

ASX ANNOUNCEMENT (ASX: KPL) 16 May, 2017 
                 

 

Grant of PPL 340 Licence Extension and 
award of PPLs 596, 597 and 598 Licences  

 

 
Kina Petroleum Limited (“Kina”) is pleased to provide an update in relation to its foreland 
exploration activities. 
 
Kina confirms that the PPL 340 licence has been extended for a further 5 years and that 
it has been awarded three new licences, PPLs 596, 597 and 598, covering part of the 
area of the previous PPL 338 licence, which recently expired. 
 
The areas covered by these licences, with PPLs 596, 597 & 598 to the west and PPL 340 
to the east, is shown below.  
 

 



 

 

 
 

PPLs 596, 597 & 598 
 
As Kina noted in its release of 15 February 2017, the original PPL 338 licence, which was 
one of the cornerstones of Kina’s initial public offering, expired in September 2015.  The 
PNG Oil and Gas Act (1998) requires that upon renewal of a petroleum prospecting 
licence to the same licence holder, 50% of the original licence area must be relinquished.  
PPL 338 was renewed for Kina with effect from 31 January 2017 less the 50% area that 
was relinquished.  However, Kina also applied for a series of four new licenses over all of 
the 50% that was relinquished. 
 
The first one of those four licences, PPLs 581, was awarded earlier this year – see Kina’s 
release to the Australian Stock Exchange dated 15 February 2017. The remaining three 
licences, PPLs 596, 597 and 598, have now been granted, each with 6 year terms and 
each commencing 31 March 2017. 
 
PPL 596 contains 5 graticular blocks and PPLs 597 & 598 each contain 3 graticular 
blocks. 
 
 
Prospectivity and Forward Program 
 
The award of the licences sees Kina retain all the acreage that it held as part of the 
original PPL 338 licence. Importantly, all of the recently awarded licences, along with the 
extended PPL 338 licence, surround the PRL 15 licence acreage

1
, which contains the Elk 

and Antelope discoveries. These discoveries have been reported to have a 2C 
contingent resource of more than 6 tcf of gas

2
 and are expected to underpin the Papua 

LNG project proposed by TOTAL, S.A., and its partners. 
 
Contained within the PPL 597 licence area is the Puri South field, while PPL 598 in the 
north is immediately adjacent to the Triceratops field and PPL 596 in the south is 
immediately adjacent to the Mangrove and Nipa prospects (which lie in Kina’s PPL 338 
licence). The proximity of these licences to existing discoveries and/or prospects sees 
them well positioned to take advantage of any extensions of fields that may result from 
drilling Kina’s already identified prospects. 
 
The work programs to be carried out in each of PPLs 596, 597 and 598 are nominally 
identical and have been designed to be undertaken as a unified whole over the entirety of 
the PPL 338/581/596/597/598 licence areas. The program for each licence comprises the 
following elements: 
 

 Years 1 & 2 – gravity/gradiometry survey.  

 Years 3 & 4 – seismic acquisition . 

 Years 5 & 6 – drilling of one well. 
 
Kina’s intentions are to complete gravity/gradiometry and seismic surveys as part of a 
broader farmout work program, with the survery results designed to tie into the Uramu-1 
and Mira-1 gas discoveries in neighbouring licences to the south west, Kina’s prospects 
in PPLs 338, 581, 596, 597 and 598 and through a possible data trade with neighbouring 
licenses, the Triceratops and Antelope discoveries. 
 

                                                 
1 The PRL 15 licence is operated by Total SA. The licence participants are Total SA (40.1%), Oil Search (22.8%), Interoil (36.5%) and 
minorities (0.5%). Kina Petroleum Limited does not have an interest in PRL 15. 
2
 Oil Search Limited release to the Australian Securities Exchange dated 15 July 2016. 



 

 

 
The proposed work program has evolved from the knowledge gained by the pre-
investment made by Kina over the last 6 years in gravity/gradiometry acquisition, seismic 
reprocessing and seismic acquisition across PPLs 338, 339 and 340. Much of Kina’s 
recent broader evaluative work has focused on analysis of the Elk, Antelope and 
Triceratops discoveriesy and the Uramu, Mira, Pasca and Pandora fields, with a view to 
drawing an analogy from those discoveries when evaluating the potential of the leads 
and prospects we have identified in PPLs 596, 597 and 598. Analysis of the 3D seismic 
data out of PRL 38 over the Pandora Field is proving invaluable in this regard, helping to 
establish a model we can apply to the prospect fairway we have defined around PPL 338 
and the newly granted exploration licences. 
 
 
PPL 340 
 
Along with PPL 338, the PPL 340 licence expired in September 2015 and the area shown 
on the map on page 1 of this update represents the 50% of the original licence area 
which Kina has retained in the renewed licence. 
 
The licence extension has been awarded with a 5 year term commencing 31 March 
2017, and the area covered by the extension contains 26 blocks 
 
Prospectivity and Forward Program 
 
Kina conducted an arerogravity/magnetic survey over the PPL 340 licence area in 
2013/14 as part of its program to build an integrated view of the architecture of the south 
eastern Papuan basin. This, coupled with review and integration with available seismic 
data and revised geological modelling, resulted in identification of the Lizard, Lizard East  
and Port Moresby leads, the latter located around 25km from the PNGLNG infrastructure. 
 
It is Kina’s intention to confirm the prospectivity of these leads and mature them to 
drillable status via a gravity/gradiometry survey and a seismic acquisition program which 
form part of the licence’s full 5 year work program of: 
 

 Years 1 & 2 – gravity/gradiometry survey.  

 Years 3 & 4 – seismic acquisition. 

 Years 5 – drilling of one well. 
 
The PPL 340 licence is ideally located, just north of Port Moresby and easily accessible 
by road. This significantly reduces the cost of field activities to the point where seismic 
data may be able to be acquired for between $A 20,000 and $A 30,000 per line 
kilometre, which is significantly lower than current industry standards in PNG. Kina itself 
would manage a seismic operation in PPL 340. 
 
Kina’s geological field studies have confirmed the presence of early to mid-Miocene reefs 
outcropping less than 20km from the PNGLNG plant which lie along strike from the Port 
Moresby and Lizard Prospects in PPL 340. The early to mid-Miocene carbonates grew 
on uplifted Eocene blocks antithetic to the landmass created by the Owen Stanley uplift 
to the north east. Well and outcrop control support early to mid-Miocene shales infilled 
the low lying areas and it is these shales which ultimately inundate and killed reef growth 
at Lizard and Port Moresby Prospects. Kina’s view is that the overstepping shales 
provide a viable seal for the Lizard and Port Moresby leads. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
To the north of Lizard, the early Tertiary clastic sequence thickens into the Lakekamu 
embayment which provides a deep potential kitchen area from which hydrocarbons can 
be generated. This is supported by evidence of gas flows from the Tovala 1 & 1A wells 
(in neighbouring licences to the North of PPL 340), where the mid Miocene mudstones 
had reached an early mature level at depths a well would be expected to drill to. The 
Lizard Prospect is located updip and is within the fetch area of the Tovala 1 well. 
 
 
 
Kina Petroleum’s Managing Director, Richard Schroder, commented: 
 
“Kina is delighted that the PPL 340 licence extension, and applications for PPLs 596, 597 
and 598 have been confirmed. These consolidate the company’s position in the forelands 
and southern Papuan basin, a region whose prospectivity has been confirmed by the 
Elk/Antelope discoveries, and whose development potential has been confirmed by the 
proposed Papua LNG project. 
 
PPLs 596, 597 and 598 allow Kina to take maximum advantage of the prospectivity 
surrounding its PPL 338 licence area, while the work program we are planning for PPL 
340 has the potential to extend the Elk/Antelope play fairway south east to Port Moresby, 
which brings both export infrastructure and the country’s domestic energy market well 
within range when considering future commercialization options.  
 
As noted when we were awarded PPLs 338 & 581, Kina has been able to complete an 
analysis of its forelands data set, integrating nearby drilling results to build a better 
understanding of the structural fabric running from Triceratops to the south and east. The 
prospect inventory is now better understood and some large to very large structural 
features have been identified for follow up work. 
 
All of the targets in Kina’s forelands portfolio are attractive because not only are they 
potentially very large but they are in areas of low lying terrain and relatively easy access.  
Mangrove, Nipa, Crocodile and Lizard Prospects have the added advantage that they 
can be accessed using a conventional rig eliminating the need for costly helicopter 
support which is required for fold belt operations. The lower drilling and development 
costs associated with these prospects deliver huge savings in the event of a discovery 
which further amplifies the competitiveness of Kina’s portfolio when considering future 
LNG development options into the Asian or Australian LNG markets. 
 
In view of PNG’s highly competitive position in the global LNG market and its good 
reputation as a reliable supplier of LNG based on the delivery out of PNGLNG, Kina’s 
inventory of large prospects will have obvious appeal to both existing operators in PNG 
and new entrants wanting to break into the Papuan Basin growth play.” 

 
 
 
For inquiries please contact:  
Richard Schroder, Chief Executive Officer 
Telephone: +61 2 8247 2500 
Email:  richard.schroder@kinapetroleum.com 


